The common issue for medical information systems are missing values. Generally, gaps are filled by statistically suggested values or rule-based methods. Another approach is to use the knowledge of information systems working under the same ontology. The medical incomplete system receives a query unable to answer, because of some unknown patient attributes. So, it has to communicate with other medical systems. The result of the collaboration is collective knowledgebase. In this paper, we propose a measure supporting choice of closest pair of systems. It determines the distance between the two systems. We use ERID algorithm to extract rules from incomplete, distributed information systems. Each constructed rule has confidence and support. They allowed to determine the distance between a pair of medical information systems. The proposed solution was verified on the basis of several "manipulated" medical information systems. Next, the solution was verified in systems with randomly selected data. The satisfying results were obtained and based on them, the proposed measure can be successfully used in medical systems to support the work of doctors and the treatment of patients.
INTRODUCTION
Millions of decisions shape human life. Some of them are minor. Other seriously affect the further course of life. That is why in the last few decades, methods supporting the decision process in areas important for the quality of human life have been improved, including medicine (Yoo et al., 2012) . Medical databases have a huge amount of information about patients and provide great opportunities for data mining algorithms development and putting new challenges ahead of them, for example how to treat information gaps or the variety of information types, how to process the enormity of accumulated knowledge or assess its significance.
In this paper, special attention will be paid to the incompleteness of medical information systems. This is an important issue affecting doctors decision and patient treatment. The aim of authors was to propose the method supporting problem solution, based on the rules, their confidences and their supports.
THE INFORMATION SYSTEM AND RULES
The concept of an information system is commonly used to define a combination of components that collaborate to collect, process, store and disseminate information to support the decision, control, analysis and visualization of an organization (Laudon and Laudon, 2012) . In the theory of classification rules and action rules, to describe interactions between data, the notion of the information system represented formally below is also considered correct. It says that the collected data can create the information system. It is enough that the database objects are described by a finite number of attributes whose values are also defined and there is an interaction between values that produce information. More formally, the information system ( ) we mean a triplet = ( , , ), where (Dardzinska, 2013) : − is a nonempty, finite set of objects, − is a nonempty, finite set of attributes, − = ∪ { : ∈ } is a set of attribute values, where is a set of attribute values for any ∈ . We assume, that (Dardzinska, 2013) : − ∩ = ∅ for any , ∈ such that ≠ , − : → is a partial function for every ∈ .
When some attribute a does not return for object any value then the information system is incomplete. Tab. 1 presents example of this information system which is incomplete. Single patient data informs about his or her health condition. To change this state, the doctor indicates treatment based on his knowledge and many years of practice or he can use knowledge in the form of patterns extracted from the medical databases. One of the methods of presenting patterns are classification rules or action rules, whose general form is represented by the dependence (Dardzinska, 2013) : "antecedent→consequent". The antecedent is created by the values of the classification attributes (stable, semi-stable, flexible). The consequent is created by the values of the decision attribute. Example rule for the object 4 from Tab. 1 has the form (RBC = 3.2) * (HGB = 9.5) * (WBC = 3.2) * (MCH = 22.3) * (PLT = 90.3) → (blood disease = pancytopenia). The value of the blood disease is a consequent and the rest of the rule is the antecedent.
To assess each extracted rule, two statistical measures are generally used: confidence (conf) and support (sup). The support determines by what percentage of all rules, the specific rule is supported. More formally, the support of the rule "antecedent → consequent" is the ratio of the observation number which fulfill the condition "antecedent ∩ consequent" to the number of all observations. The confidence determines how much we can trust the rule. More formally, the confidence of the rule "antecedent → consequent" it is the ratio of the observation number that fulfill the condition "antecedent ∩ consequent" to the number of observation that fulfill the condition "antecedent".
Types of Incomplete Information Systems
One of the main problems of medical information systems are information gaps, which hinder the process of extracting patterns and affect information about the extracted rules (conf and sup).
By incompleteness we mean empty spaces in information system because of different reasons. In medical information system, the cause of these incompleteness may be unreliable supplemented patient documentation, loss of part of documentation, errors during transferring information from paper to electronic documentation or intentional encrypting of sensitive patient data. Tab. 1 shows an example of an incomplete information system based on a medical database.
If the all attributes in are defined and described, then is complete. We say then, that all attributes in are total functions. Otherwise, the system is incomplete. Information system presented in Tab. 1 is incomplete, because values PLT( 1 ), HGB( 2 ), WBC( 3 ) and MCH( 4 ) are not defined.
In the information systems may occur 4 types of incompleteness (Dardzinska, 2013) .
Type 1
Incompleteness of the first type is defined by the assumption that at least one attribute ∈ is a partial function (Dardzinska, 2013) :
Tab. 1 illustrates the Type 1 of Incomplete Information System. Null value is interpreted as "undefined" value. In the system of this type, an undefined value can take different values, not necessarily the value which already exists in the system.
Type 2
By the incompleteness of this type we understand the situation where all attributes in = ( , , ) are functions of the type : → 2 − {∅} (Dardzinska, 2013 = {Ann, Lily, John, Emily, Lucy}, = {Lake, Green, Taylor, Kelly}, = {anemia, leukemia, polycythemia vera, pancytopenia}. Each value from the is just as likely for Last name ( 3 ), that means Last name ( 3 ) = Lake OR Last name ( 3 ) = Green OR Last name ( 3 ) = Taylor OR Last name ( 3 ) = Kelly.
Each value from the is just as likely for Blood disease ( 2 ), that means Blood disease ( 2 ) = anemia OR Blood disease ( 2 ) = leukemia OR Blood disease ( 2 ) = polycythemia vera OR Blood disease ( 2 ) = pancytopenia.
Type 3
For the incompleteness of type 3 we assume, that all attributes in = ( , , ) are functions of type : → 2 (Dardzinska, 2013). This type differs from the previous one, because we allow having the empty set as the value of some attributes in . When ( ) = ∅, then the value of attribute a for the object does not exist.
An example of incomplete information system of Type 3 is shown in Tab. 3. = {Ann, Lily, John, Kate, Joseph, Lucy, Emily}, = {Lake, Smith, Green, Taylor}, = {anemia, leukemia, polycythemia vera, pancytopenia}.
Tab. 3. Incomplete information system of
Last name ( 3 ) = Ø which is interpreted as " 3 doesn't have last name". It means that the value is not missing because we know that this value doesn't exist for 3 . The same for blood disease( 4 ) = Ø. The object 4 doesn't have any blood disease.
Type 4
For this type of incompleteness, we assume that all attributes in S = ( , , ) are functions of the type: : → 2 × . When we assume that ( ) = {( 1 , 1 ), ( 2 , 2 ), … ( , )} and is a confidence for , then (Dardzinska, 2013) :
An example of incomplete information system of Type 4 is shown in Tab. 4. = {Ann, Lily, John, Emily, Lucy}, = {Lake, Green, Taylor, Kelly}, ={anemia, leukemia, polycythemia vera, pancytopenia}. Blood disease ( 1 ) = {(anemia, 1/3), (leukemia, 2/3)} will be interpreted as "the confidence that 1 has an anemia is 1/3 or that he has a leukemia is 2/3. The object 2 has not blood disease. The object 3 has polycythemia vera with the confidence equal to 1. For the object 4 , the anemia and pancytopeniaa are equally likely. The confidence in this case is 1/2.
Tab. 4. Incomplete information system of

Distributed Information Systems
Let us assume that incomplete information system is given, and the query q is submitted to this system. The syntax of the query q contains values unknown to . For example the value of MCH for object x4 from Tab. 1 when the query is q(RBC, HGB, MCH) = (RBC = 3.2)*(HGB = 9.5) * (MCH = ?). Missing values should be replaced by statistical or rule-based methods suggested values, for example, by the rules extracted in Chase algorithm system (Dardzinska and Ras, 2003) . Another approach is to create Query Answer System (QAS) (Ras and Dardzinska, 2006; Ras and Joshi, 1997) that uses the knowledge collected from several information systems working under the same ontology (Mizoguchi, 2003) . Ontologies (Guarino, 1998 ; Guarino and Giaretta, 1995; Van Heijst, 1997) are widely used to build a semantical bridge between independent systems that can collaborate and understand each other. This is particularly important for semantical inconsistencies caused by different interpretation of attributes and their values by different systems. For instance, one medical system can interpret the concept illness differently than other one. QAS can be built by Information systems from different locations, independently built and collecting and storing data at a single location. In this case we talk about distributed information systems. The notion of a distributed information system was introduced in (Ras and Joshi, 1997 ) and next applied in ( Ras, 1997; Ras, 2001; Ras, 2002; Dardzinska, 2004) .
By an incomplete distributed information system we mean a pair = ({ } , ) where (Dardzinska, 2013): − = ( , , ) is an information system for any ∈ , and =∪ { : ∈ }, − ∃ ∈ is incomplete, − is a symmetric, binary relations on the set , − is a set of sites.
Two systems , are called neighbors in distributed information system if ( , ) ∈ .
A distributed information system is object-consistent if the following condition holds (Dardzinska, 2013) :
where a s denotes that a is an attribute in S.
The
inclusion (( [ ] ( ) ⊆ [ ] ( )) means that the system
has more precise information about the attribute in object than system .
Object-consistency means that information about objects in one of the systems is either the same or more general than in the other. Saying other words, two consistent systems cannot have conflicting information about any object which is stored in both of them. System in which the above condition does not hold is called object-inconsistent.
The result of collaboration between the systems is creation of the knowledgebase which collects rules defined as expressions written in predicate calculus and originates from various information systems
In this paper, we will present the method which helps to decide whether the selected information system is the closest one (in a semantical sense) to the system which has to answer the query q. We assume that all information systems work under the same ontology. Our proposal is to use the ERID algorithm without the minimum confidence to extract rules from each distributed incomplete information system. Confidences and supports of rules are used to construct the measure of the distance between pair of systems. In this paper we propose measure which is the modification of the work from (Dardzinska et al., 2017).
SEARCHING THE CLOSEST INFORMATION SYSTEM
Assume, we have a set of collaborating distributed information system (DIS) working under the same ontology. The user asks a query ( ) for an information system ( , ) from DIS, where = ( , , ), -knowledgebase (empty at the beginning, = ∅), are the attributes used in ( ), and ∩ ≠ ∅ ( 1 , 1 ) , based on the knowledge extracted from ( ∩ 1 ) and 1 ( ∩ 1 ), is chosen by ( , ) as closer information system than consensus ( , ) and ( 2 , 2 ), it becomes more helpful in solving user given query. Rules defining hidden attribute values for are then extracted at 1 and stored in .
Assuming that systems 1 and 2 store the same sets of objects and use the same attributes describing them, system 1 is more complete than system 2 . So, how to choose the system which is closer to the system that is unable to answer the question alone?
First, the attributes common to the two systems should be indicated. Next, the ERID algorithm creates rules for each system and respectively each attribute is decisive. We choose rules that exist in both systems and calculate for each confidence and support.
On the basis of these measures and distance between two the same rules in different systems, the factor of fitting two systems is calculated:
where:
is closer to Sj than when d(Si, Sj) is closer to 1 than ( , ).
From all the distributed systems we choose the one with maximum value of ( , ), which corresponds to the closest information system to the client. The existence of the knowledgebase will guarantee to the client that the Query Answering System has maximum precision in answering questions asked to the incomplete system.
Example:
Let us assume we have three medical information systems: Since the factor between 1 and 2 is closer to 1 than the factor between 1 and 3 , we choose 2 as the closer information system to the communication with the incomplete system 1 . From all rules describing attribute in terms of , and , we choose the rules by which the system 1 can answer the query ( , , ) = 3 * 1 * 2 . Based on the system 1 , attribute has a value equal to 1. The rules from knowledgebase allow us to answer other questions in the system 1 .
CONCLUSION
One of the main problems of medical information systems is incompleteness. It has a significant impact on the discovered knowledge from medical databases. To help the decision process in the incomplete system, a method of discovering rules based on knowledge gathered in distributed information systems was proposed.
In this study, we proposed the factor of fitting two systems which can help to find the closest information systems. On the basis of this measure, it was possible to build more precise knowledgebase about patients and answer the query asked for system without valuable information.
Our method has been analyzed based on the medical information systems with missing data and allowed to ascertain which system integration gives better results.
We plan to investigate how our measure will behave in the systems with rules extracted by ERID algorithm with minimum confidence and minimum support.
